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Comparative or Superlative 

Worksheet 3 

Read each sentence carefully. Choose the word that best fits. Remember 

that comparative is between two objects while superlative is between three 

or more. 

1. That is the (firmer/firmest) mattress I have ever had to sleep on at a hotel. 

2. The dog looks (angrier/angriest) than he did the last time 

3. The (kinder/kindest) horse I have ever met was a huge draft horse. 

4. The small dog was (more excitable/most excitable) than the large older dog. 

5. The baby goat appeared (most anxious/more anxious) than the mama goat. 

6. The party will be the (most glamorous/more glamorous) of the entire season. 

7. She was the (fiercest/fiercer) warrior that has ever taken part in the 

challenge. 

8. At age seven I was the (clumsier/clumsiest) kid you had ever seen. 

9. I am (most determined/more determined) when I have several clear cut goals. 

10. The crime was one of the (crueler/cruelest) acts ever completed by the 

criminal. 

Use the given comparative or superlative adjective to create a unique 

sentence. 

1. most beautiful 

___________________________________________________________ 

2. grumpiest 

___________________________________________________________ 

3. higher 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Answer Sheet 

1. That is the (firmer/firmest) mattress I have ever had to sleep on at a hotel. 

2. The dog looks (angrier/angriest) than he did the last time 

3. The (kinder/kindest) horse I have ever met was a huge draft horse. 

4. The small dog was (more excitable/most excitable) than the large older dog. 

5. The baby goat appeared (most anxious/more anxious) than the mama goat. 

6. The party will be the (most glamorous/more glamorous) of the entire season. 

7. She was the (fiercest/fiercer) warrior that has ever taken part in the 

challenge. 

8. At age seven I was the (clumsier/clumsiest) kid you had ever seen. 

9. I am (most determined/more determined) when I have several clear cut goals. 

10. The crime was one of the (crueler/cruelest) acts ever completed by the 

criminal. 

Sentences will vary but words should be used appropriately. 
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